Invitation To Fill Up Job Vacancies (Open For Fresh Graduate)

For information our organization APM Nuclear Technology Sdn. Bhd would like make an offer to fresh Graduate from Universiti Tenaga Nasional to fill up 2 vacancies as bellow:

1. Engineer for Secondary Standard Dosimeter Laboratory

2. Engineer for APM Nuclear Technology

Requirement & Responsibilities: Candidates are required possess of Degree in Electro-Mechanical/Electronic/Physics. Experience in PCB, Electronic board circuits assemble. In addition candidates responsibilities to:

- Provide technical support and maintenance to the machine and equipment
- Troubleshoot, evaluating and implementing with accepted engineer concepts.
- Planning, writing and executing test plans, using standard lab test equipment.
- Excellent communication skills
- Good organisational skills
- Excellent teamwork

We are looking forward for a creative and enthusiastic individual who share our passion for growing and develop together for organization future.

Any enquiries do not hesitate to contact person in charge En. Mohd Nadzaruddin (Administration Executive) at 03-89280755 or email to nadza@apmnuclear.com.my